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Abs tract 

This paper gives four semantics for PARLOG: two operational semantics based on a tran
sition system , a declarative semantics and a denotational semantics. One operational and the 
declarative semantics model the success set of a PARLOG program, that is, the set of com
puted answer substitut ions corresponding lo all successfully terminating computations. The 
other operational and the denotational semantics model also deadlock and infinite compu
tations. For the declarative and the denotational semantics we extend standard notions like 
unification in order to cope with the synchronization mechanism of PARLOG. The basic math
ematical structure for the declarative semantics is the set of finite streams of substitutions. 
In the denotational semantics we use tree-like structures that are labelled with streams of 
substitutions. We look at the relations between the different models: First we relate the two 
operational semantics and next we show the relation .of the declarative and denotational se
mantics with their operational counterparts. 
Key words and phrases: operational semantics, denotational semantics, declarative seman
tics, parallelism, concurrent logic languages, correctness, complete metric spaces. 
1985 Mathematics Subject Classification: 68Q55, 68QlO. 
1987 Computing Reviews Categories: D.1.3, D.3.1, F.1.2 , F .3.2. 

1 Introduction. 

The language PARLOG (CG85, CG86, Gre87], as well as most of the concurrent logic languages, 
is based on the Horn Clause Logic (HCL) plus some mechanisms for expressing concurrency. 
One of the main drawbacks of this approach is that these new mechanisms heavily affect the 
clean declarative understanding of HCL. Indeed, although many operational semantics have been 
investigated ([Sar85, Sar87a, Sar87b, Be86 , GCLS88, BK88]) , a satisfactory declarative one is still 
to be defined. PARLOG belongs to a class of concurrent logic languages whose main features are: 

•Part of this work was carried out in the context of ESPRIT 415 : Parallel Architectures and Languages for 
Advanced Information Processing - a VLSI-directed approach . 
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• the input-constraints, on which the mechanism of synchronization between AND-processes is 
based, and 

• the presence of commit, that realizes the don't Jmow nondeterminism, controlled by guards. 

Other languages in this class are Guarded Horn Clauses [U85, U88], Concurrent Prolog [Sh83, 
Sh88], and their flat versions. These mechanisms affect the semantics of the pure underlying lan
guage in several ways [TF86]: 

• the success set is reduced by the input-constraints, 

• the fin i te fai lu. re set is enlarged by the commit, and modified (i.e., either reduced or enlarged ) 
by the input-constraints, 

• the infinite f ailu. re set is modified both by the commit and the input-constraints. 

In this paper we address the problem of characterizing these new sets, for PARLOG, first in a 
declarative and then in a compositional way (i.e., by giving the meaning of a composite goal in 
terms of the meaning of its conjuncts). We deal with a version of PARLOG. For example, we do 
not consider unification related primitives, OR-parallel aspects and local deadlock in deep guards. 

First, we describe these sets by a formal operational semantics based on a transition relation (in 
the style of [HPi9], see also [Sar8ia, GCLS88, BK88] for similar approaches ). The operational 
meaning is given in terms of sets of words (or streams) of substitutions, that correspond to the 
answers computed during the derivation. 

Next, we characterize declaratively the new success set, as the least fix point of an imm ediate conse
quence operator on interpretations. (The full model-theoretic semantics is still under investigation. ) 
Our approach can be considered an evolution of the one developed in [LP85] and [LP87]. The basic 
idea there is to model the ability of a process to produce and to consume data structures. This 
is done by introducing annotations on data structures (terms) and by extending the Her brand 
universe with variables (see also [FLPM88b] and [FLPM88a]) . However, the declarative semantics 
presented in those papers is not able to fully characterize the behaviour of concurrent logic lan
guages. The main problem has to do with the situation of deadlock that arises when two processes 
are obliged to wait for each other for bindings. Consider, for example, the goal +- p(x , y), q( x , y) 
and the programs 

P1 = {p(a, b) ,.._ I., q(a, b) +- !.}, 

P2 = {p(z, b) ,.._ lr(z)., r(a) +- I., q(a, b) +- I.}, 

and assume that in both cases the first argument of p and the second argument of q are input
constrained (expressed in PARLOG by the declaration modes D1 = {p(?, ·), qr,?)}, and D2 = 
{p(?, "), qr,?), r{?)} , respectively). According to the operational semantics, the computation of 
the goal cannot succeed in P1 (it results in a deadlock), whilst in P2 always can. Now it is the 
case that the approach presented in [LP85] and [LP87] is not able to distinguish between the two 
situations. Indeed, r(a+, b+) (r producing a and b) happens there to be t rue in the models (and 
in the least fixpoint interpretation) of both the programs. So, a full completeness result (between 
the declarative and the operational semantics) could not be obtained. For a detailed discussion of 
this problem see also [L88]. 

Our solution to this problem consists in enriching the interpretations with streams of substitutions. 
Due to the presence of guards, whose evaluation has to be interpreted as an atomic action (internal 
action), the streams of the operational semantics offer too little structure, and we have to add some 
delimiters to represent critical sections. We call these new structures sequences. This allows us to 
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characterize declaratively (and, therefore, compositionally) the bindings obtained at different stages 
in the computation. In this way we obtain a full equivalence result. An other basic difference with 
respect to the previous approach is to annotate the variables instead of the data constructors. This 
allows us to extend the unification theory ( [Ede85, LMM88]) in order to deal with input-constraints 
in a formal way. We also give an extended algorithm for the computation of the (extended) most 
general unifier. Moreover, we introduce the notion of parallel composition of substitutions , that 
allows us to model the combination of the substitutions computed by and-parallel processes. 

Other compositional models for the success set are presented in [Sar85] and [M88]. Both these 
approaches are based on streams of input/ output simple substitutions, where simple means that the 
bindings are of the form x / y or :r / J ( ;r 1 , ... , .rn ). This restriction introduces additional complications 
for modeling the full unification mechanism. Thanks to our extended unification theory, we deal 
directly with (general) substitutions, and the correspondence with the operational semantics is 
therefore simpler and more intuitive. 

Finally we consider the problem of characterizing the finite failures and the infinite computations 
in a compositional way. It turns out that the streams of the declarative semantics offer again too 
little structure, but also the sequences introduced in the declarative semantics are not powerfull 
enough. Indeed , in order to model the failure set, we need not only to distinguish between external 
and internal computation steps, but also between different points of nondeterministic choice. 

To justify this , let's illustrate how the absence of nondeterminism informations (branching infor
mations) causes our operational semantics t.o be not compositional. Consider the programs 

Pi = {p(x) ;- lq(x)., p(x ) <- lr (.r). , q(a) <- I. r(b) - I. s(a) - I.}. 

P2 = {p(x) <-- Jq(x)., q(a) <--I . q(b) - I. s(a) - I.}, 

with mode declarations D 1 = {p(?) , q(?), r('?), s{')}, and Dz = {p(?), q(?), s(')}, respectively. Con
sider the goal ....- p(y). Operationally, in both Pi and Pz it will suspend waiting for a binding 
on y (either a or b). However, if we extend the goal with an atom s(x), thus yielding the goal 
- p(y), s(y), then we get different operational meanings. In Pi the goal can fail (due to the choice 
of the RwrongS clause for p(y)). whereas in P'J it cannot. 

A possible way to provide these branching informations is to use tree-like structures. An open prob
lem still with respect to compositionality is the minimal amount of information needed to obtain a 
compositional semantics. In [GCLS88] is described' a fuUy abstract semantics for Flat-Concurrent 
Prolog. Their approach is based on suspension sets which are a more abstract structure than the 
tree-like one. But to obtain full abstraction they also incorporate in their semantic description an 
operation abstracting from unifications generating only bindings to local variables. It is however 
known in the world of concurrent imperative languages that to obtain a fully abstract semantics 
based on suspension sets for a language embodying a kind of abstraction operator is quite a hard 
problem. It seems that this problem in some form should also occur in the semantic description of 
Concurrent Prolog based on suspension sets. Moreover, it is also not clear how it can be extended 
to the general case of non-flat guards. The same applies to the declarative approach taken in [FL88] 
to characterii;e the finite failures. 

In our approach we code the branching informations by using trees labelled with streams of substi
tutions. We see them as elements of complete metric spaces, satisfying so-called reflexive domain 
equations ([BZ82], [AR89]) . We use a denotational style: for every operator in the language we de
fine a semantic operator that can be seen as a function on these spaces. The meaning of a goal can 
then be given by a semantic operator that results to be the unique fixpoint of a contraction on the 
functional metric spaces ( [BZ82], [AR89]). The relation of this denotational semantics with respect 
to the operational one is obtained via an abstraction operator, that identifies some denotations. 
The correctness of the denotational semantics is then stated as the equality between the result of 
this abstraction and the operational semantics. 
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The definition of PARLOG has been changed with respect to the previous versions. We consider 
the one described in [Gre87]. 

2 The language PARLOG 

To describe the syntax of the language PARLOG we introduce the following sets: 

• The set of atoms, with typical elements A, B, H, we denote by Atom. 

• The set of conjunctions, with typical elements A, B, G, we denote by Conj. 

• The set of goals, with typical elements +-A,+- B, +- G, we denote by Goal . 

• The set of clauses, with typical element C, we denote by Clause. 

• The set of programs, with typical element tv, we denote by Prog. 

Conjunctions are of the form: .4 = A1 , ... , An· A special element in Conj is true, denoting the 
empty conjunct. vVith 0 we denote the goal - true. A clause is of the form c = H ,____ GIB, 
where H, G and B are called the head, the guard, and the body of the clause, respectively. The 
symbol I is called the commit operator. We do not consider operators (like ;) that impose any 
ordering on clauses. Every program W consists of a finite set of clauses together with a so-called 
mode decla ration, which specifies for every predicate which of its arguments are input and output. 

They are indicated by the symbols? and · respectively. So, for instance, the declaration p(?, ?, ·i 
specifies that the first two arguments of pare input and the third one is output. 

An atom A in a goal is seen as an (AND-) process. Its computation proceeds by looking for a 
can<lidate clause in W. A clause is candidate if its head H input-unifies with A. (i.e. the input 
arguments unify) and the computation of the guard succeeds, both without binding the (variables 
in the) input arguments of A. If there are candidate clauses, then the compu~ation of A comm its 

to one of them (i.e. no backtraking will take place), the output-unification is performed and A is 
replaced by the body of the clause. If no clauses are candidate but there are suspended clauses 
(i.e. clauses in which the input unification would succeed and bind the input-arguments), then the 
computation of A suspends, and will be resumed when its (input) arguments get bound by other 
processes in the goal. If a guard would succeed by binc:ling the input-arguments (of A), then an 
error is generated (unsafe g uard). If none of this cases applies, then the process A and the whole 
goal f ail. Of course, a failure occurs also when all the processes in the goal get suspended (dead lock). 

To simplify the discussion, we do not deal with the erro r case. More precisely, we include this 
case into the suspension case. So, we consider a suspension mechanism similar to the one of G HC, 
namely: a clause suspends if either the input-unification or the goal evaluation would instantiate 

the input-arg uments of A. 

3 Operational semantics. 

For the rest of the paper let W denote a fixed program. The set of variables occurring in a 
conjunction A is indicated by V( .4). We postulate a function in1>ar that gives for every atom A 
the set of variables occurring in those arguments of A that are specified as input by the mode 
declaration of ~V. Given a set of variables V, H'1' denotes the program whose clauses are Mriants 

(see [LMM88]) , with respect to V' , of the clauses of W. We introduce the set of substitutions (ii, r E) 
Subst. e is the empty substitution . For Va finite set of variables, we use Ow to denote the restriction 
of{) to i r. Further we ha••e the familiar notion of mgu, which is a partial function from pairs of 
atoms to substitutions. We introduce the notions of input and output mgu's: Consider two atoms 
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.4 = p(t1 , •.• ,tn) and A' = p(t~, ... ,t~). Assume that the declaration-mode ofp has the symbol? 
(input-mode) on the arguments i 1 , ••. , ik. Then, mgu,(A, A') denotes mgu( {{t,,, t:J, ... {ti~, t:J} ). 
In a similar way we define mgu

0
(A, A') to be the mgu of the output arguments. 

The operational semantics will be based on the following transition relation: 

Definition 3.1 (Transition relation) 

Let -+ ~ (Goal x Subst) x (Goal x Subst) be the smallest relation satisfying 

1. If 3H +-GIB E TiVv (.4. )• 3mgu,(AiJ, H) 
[«- G, mgu;(AiJ,H) >~< D ,{J' >,and {J' l invar(A t!) = E], 

then <+-A, rJ >-+<+- outunif(Ai:J, HiJ'), B, {}i:J' > 

2. If 3mgu
0
(Ai9, HiJ'), 

then <+- outunif(AJ, Hi:J'), iJ, iJ' >-+« - B, v'mgu 0 (Ai:J, Hi:J') > . 

3. If <+-A,{) >-+<+-- .4', {)' > I < 0 , O' > 
then <+-A , iJ, iJ >_, <,_A', iJ, {}' > I <+- .8, iJ' > 

<+- iJ, .4, o >_,<,_ iJ, A', i:J' > I <+- iJ, v' > 
0 

In these transitions, lJ represents the substitution that has been computed until that moment. In 
1., it is stated that we can resolve +-A if we can find a (renamed) clause in our program with a 
head H that can be input-unified with A; moreover, the refutation of the guard G of that clause 
must terminate successfully and the total substitution i:J' must not instantiate any input variables 
of Ai?. The transition 2. represents the first action performed after the commitment, namely the 
output-unification. A conjunction, in 3., is evaluated by the parallel execution of its conjuncts, 
modelled here by interleaving. In the following definition we give the operational semantics. 

Definition 3.2 (Operational semantics) 
We define 

0 1: Goal-+ M 1, with M1 = P(Subst) 
02 : Goal -+ M 2 , with Af2 = P( Subst;' ). 

(Here Subst';' = Subst+ U Subst"" U Subst•.{6}, with typical element lJ 1• · · .{)n· · · ·i the symbol fJ 
denotes failure; P(X) is the set of all the subsets of X.) 

We put CJ;[+- true] = {t:}, and 

{iJIV(.J) I <+-- A, E >~< o , i? > }; 

02[~ A] {({}1. · · ·On)IV( A) E Subst+ I 
<+- A,t: >-+<+-- .411 !91 >-+ ··· -+< D ,{Jn >} 

U {(t}i. · · ·t?n)1vt.A)·{J E Subst• .{o[ I _ 
<+--A,t: >-+ ···-+< An, On > f+ /\+-An-::/= D} 

U {(!91. · · ·)1v(.A) E Substw I <+-- .4,E >-+<+-A1 1 !91 >-+ · · ·}. 
0 

The success set for +- A is given by CJ1[+-- A]: it contains all computed answer substitutions 
corresponding to all successfully terminating computations. The set CJ2 [+-- A] takes in addition 
into account all failing and infinite computations, represented by elements of Subst• · {6} and 
Subst"', respectively. The relation between 0 1 and CJ2 is obvious: If we set 
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last(X) = {iJ I :3s E Sub.~t·(s.[} E X)} 

then we have: 01 = last 0 a'.!. 
In the following sections. 0 1 and 0 2 will be related to a cleclarati ve and a denotational semantics, 

respectively. 

We did not include all deadloc king and infinite behaviours in O'.!. In fact, we omitted the so called 

local deadlock in guards. This can appear when a local computat.ion commits to "wrong" clauses. 

It is not too difficult to adapt 0 2 , but we prefer not to do so because it ohscures the equivalence 

proof between the denotational model and 02. Moreover, on FCP the models coincide. 

4 Declarative sen1antics. 

In this section we define the declarative (fixpoint) semantics of PARLOG. \Ve make use of an 

extended notion of Her brand base and interpretations, enriched with variables (that are used for 

modeling the notion of computed substit11 tio 11, [LP87], [FLPM88b], [FLPi\I88a]), and 111111ola tions 

(that are used for modeling the synchronization mechanism of concurrent logic languages, see 

[LP85] and [LP87j for similar approaches). We extend the standard notions of the unification 

theory ([Ede85], [ L~IM88 ] ) in a formal framework. l\foreover, we introduce the notion of pn.mlle l 

r.om.positio11, that allows lo formalize t.he combination (plus consistency check) of the substitutions 

rnmputed by subgoals run in parallel. Finally, we introduce the notion of .~eq11 en. ces of sub.~ti tu. tions, 

that allow to overcome the difficnlties presented in [LP8i] concerning deadlock. A si milar construc

tion has been made for defining the declarative semantics of Guarded Horn Clauses ([ BKPR88aj, 

[Pal88 j). 

4.1 Annotated variables. 

In order to model I he synchronization mechanism of PAR LOG we introduce I he notion of annotated 

va.riable. The annotation can occur on a variable in the goal, and it means that such a variable is in 

an input-argument and therefore cannot be bound, during the derivation step, before commitment. 

In o ther words , such a variable can receive bindings from the execution of o ther atoms in the goals, 

but cannot produce bindings by the execution of the atom in which it occurs (before commitment). 

We will denote the set of rnriables, with typical elements :r, y, . .. , by Fa r , and the set of the 

annotated variables, with typical elements :r - , y- , .. . , by Far - . From a mathematical point of 

view, we can consider ._ _ ,, as a bijective mapping - : Vczr -+ Var - . The elements of Vur U Va r 

will be represented by u, w, .. .. The set of terms Tam, with typical element t, is extended on 

Var U Far - . The term t- is obtained by replacing in t every variable x E Vi11· by .r. - . The set of 

variables occurring in the term t is denoted by V(I). 

The notion of substitution extends naturally to the new set of variables and terms. Namely, a 

substitution vis a mapping rJ: Va r U Fa1· - - Tum, such that iJ(u) -f:- t• for finitely many v only. 

iJ will be represented by the set { t'/t I t• E Va r U Var - /I. r:J(t>) = t f. t'}. In order to model the 

difference between producing and recei \' ing a binding we introduce an asymmetry in the definition 

of I.he applicat.ion of a substitution iJ to a term (or atom. or formula) t: 

if t = x E Viu· 
ift = x- E Viir- and t?(x - ) f. x
ift = x- E Var - and i9(x - ) = .r

ift = f(t1 , ... ' t11) 

The new notion of application differs from the standard one in that { u E Var U Var - I t>( v) # v} 
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(the set of variables mapped by () to a different term) is now a subset of { v E i'ar U Var - I l't'J f v} 
(the set of variables bound by 0 to a different term). An annotated variable mapped to a different 
term represents a violation of the associated input-mode constraint. An annotated variable bound 
to a different term represents the ability to receive a binding from the computation of another 
atom in the goal. 

\Ve factorize the set of substitutions with respect to the equivalence relation 191 = J2 iff Vu E 
Var U Far -[ l'J1 = u02 ]. From now on, a substitution{) will indicate its equivalence class. 

Example 4.1 Consider the atom A = p(f(x, y), x, y). We annotate the variables in .4 so to get 
.4 - = p(f(x - ,y- ),x - ,y- ). Consider now the substitution{)= {.r/g(z),y/h(w),y-/h(a)}. We 
have: A - J = p(f(g( .::-),h(a)),g(.::- ),h(a))). 0 

The notion of composition {) 1 02 , of two substitutions, {) 1 and 02 is extended as follows 

The composition is associative and the empty substitution f is the neutral element. 

We extend the notions of domain and co-domain of a substitution in order to deal with the new 
notion of application: 

'D(v) = {x E Va r U Va.r - I x{)# x} 

C(O) = LJ V(x·u) . 
.r E'D(tJ) 

{)is called idempotent iff {){) = {),or, equivalently, iff C({)) n D({)) = 0. 

Given a set of sets of terms Al, we define {) to be a unifier for ,'\,/ iff 

The ordering on substitutions is the standard one, namely: tJ 1 :S {) 2 iff :h93 (!9 1193 = {)2] (rJ1 is more 
general than iJ 2 ). The set of idempotent mgu 's (most general unifiers) of a set of sets of terms M 
is denoted by mgu(Af). 

\Ve give an extended version of the unification algorithm, based on the one presented in (Apt87], 
that works on finite sets of pairs. Given a finite set of finite sets of terms M, consider the (finite) 
set of pairs 

Mpairs = u { < t, ll >It , u E S}. 
SEM 

We define the unifiers of a set { < t1, u1 >, ... , < tn, ttn >} as the ones of { {t1, ui}, ... , {t "' un}}. 
Of course, 1W and Afpuirs are equivalent (i.e., they have the same unifiers). A set of pairs is called 
solt-ed if it is of the form 

{ < V1,l1 >, ... ,< Vn,tn >} 

where all the v; 's are distinct elements of Var U Var - , v; <f. V(t 1, .•• , tn), and, if v; E Var and 
f; f v;, then l'i ~ V(v1, ... ,11n,t1, ... ,tn). For P solved, define "fp = {viftli···,vn / tn}, and 
bp = ~f P'YP· 

The following algorithm transforms a set of pairs into an equivalent one which is solved, or halts 
with failure if the set has no unifiers. 
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Definition 4.2 (Extended unification algorithm) 

• Let P, P' be sets of pairs. Define P :::} P' if P' is obtained from P by choosing in P a pair of 

the form below and by performing the corresponding action 

replace by the pairs 
< f11 lt1 >, ... , < fn, lln > 

2. < f(t1, ... , t,.) , g(u1, ... , ltn) > ,where ff:. g halt with failure 

3. < t•, t• > where l' E Var U Var -

4. < t, t1 > where v E Var U Var -, 

t r/. Va1· U Var -

5. < .z:, t > where ;i; E Far, x f:. t, x - f:. t, 
x or .r. - occurs in other pairs 

6. < .r, x- > where x E Far, 
and :r occurs in other pairs 

7. < .i; - ,t > where .c- E Va r- , .i: - f:. t 
and .r- occurs in other pairs 

delete the pair 

replace by the pair < u, t > 

if x E V(t) or .r - E V(t) 
then halt with failure 
otherwise apply the substitution 
{;r/t} to all the other pairs 

apply the substitution 
{ ;r./.r - } to all the otht>r pairs 

if ,r,- E V(t) 
then halt with failure 
otherwist> apply the substitution 
{x - f t} to all the otht>r pairs. 

We will write P ::::!> fail if a failure is detected (steps 2, 5 or 7). 

• Let :::} • be the reflexive-transitive closure of the relation ~· . and let P, 0 1 be the St't Prn1 = 
{P' I symm(P) :::;. • P', and P' is solved}, where 

symm({ < t1,ll1 >, ... , < tn 1 ltn > }) = {< t1 1 1t1 > 1 ••• , < tn ,ttn > } 
U {< t1,n1 >, ... , < t;;,u;; >}. 

The set of substitutions determined by the algorithm is 

D 

The following proposition shows that the set of the idempotent most general unifiers of Al is finite 

and can be computed in finite time by the extended unification algorithm. 

Proposition 4.3 Let P be a finite set of pairs, and Al be a finite set of finite sets of terms. 

1. (finiteness) The relation :::} is finitely branching and noetherian (i.e. terminating). 

2. (solved form) If P is in normal form (i.e., if there exist no P' such that P :::} P'), then P 

is in solved form . 

3. (soundness) Ll(P) ~ mgu(P) 

4. (completeness) mgu(M) ~ il( 1\.fpai ,.) 
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5. P => • fail iff P is not unifiable. 

Proof 

1. (finiteness) By definition, => is finitely branching iff for each P there is only a finite number 
of P' such that P => P'. At each step, the number of choices in the algorithm is bound by 
the number of pairs in the current set. Therefore, in order to show that the => is finitely 
branching upon the elements of {P' I P => • P'} (for P finite) it is sufficient to prove that 
each P' derived from P has a finite number of pairs. This follows from the fact that =!· 

preserves finiteness; in fact only the step (1) can increase the number of pairs, and it can 
add , each time, only a finite number of them. 

By definition, => is noetherian iff there are no infinite sequences Pi =!· P2 => ... Pn => .... In 
order to show that =!· is noetherian on the sets derived from a finite set P, it is sufficient to 
note that: 

• For each variable in the original set P, steps (5), (6) and (7) can be performed at most 
once. Therefore they can be be performed only a finite number of times. 

• Steps ( 1) and ( 4) strictly diminish the number of occurrences of function symbols at 
the left hand side of the equations. Therefore (when steps (5 }, (6} and ( 7) cannot be 
performed any more) they can be performed only finitely many times. 

• In absence of step ( 1 ) , step ( 3} can be applied only a finite number of times. 

• Step (2) can be performed only once. 

2. (solved form) The unapplicability of steps {1), (i) and (4) ensures that condition (1) is 
satisfied. Since steps ( 5), ( 6} and ( 7} are not performable, conditions ( 2) and ( 3) hold. Finally, 
also condition (4) is implied by the unapplicability of step (5) . 

3. (soundness) In order to prove the soundness of the algorithm we need the following lemma. 

Lemma 4.4 Let P be a set of pairs. Let P' E P, ,,1. Then b p i E m gu( P' ). 

Proof Let P' = { < V1 1 t1 >, ... , < Vn 1 tn >} E P, 0 1. Then, for any t• E Var U Var- , we have 
three cases: 

(a) l' = r;, for a given i (1 :S i :S n). In this case,· vbp1 = V"IP'rP' = ti'YP' = (since P' is in 
solved form) = l;. 

(b) t1 = v,- , for a given i (1 :::; i :S n). In this case i•bp1 = v~fP ' rP' = l'i1'P' · 

(c) t• # v; , 1• # vi, for all i = 1, ... , n.. In this case 11bp1 = V"/ P'rP' = v7p1 = v. 

(idempotency) We have to show that for any v E Var U Var- , vbp1bp• = vbp1. 

(a) If v = t•;, for a given i (1 :S i :S n), then vbp1bp1 = t;bp• = 1'/P''°'fP' = (since P' is in 
solved form) = t ; = rfJp, . 

(b) If t ' = V;- , for a given i(l :S i :S n), then vbp1bp1 = tirP' 'i"P'/P' = (since P' is in solved 
form) = t irP' = vop•. 

(c) If l' # v; , v #Pi, for all i = 1, ... , n, then vbp1bp• = vbp•(= v ). 

(unifier) For each i = l, ... n, we have 1•;bp1 = t ; = (since P' is in solved form) = t;bp•. 
Moreover, v;6p1 = ti'IP' = (since P' is in solved form) = tirP'rP' = t;bp1. 

(most general) Let a be a unifier of P'. We show that bp1a = a. 

(a) If v = v;, for a given i (1 :S i :S n), then t•bp1a = l ;a = (since a is a unifier of P') 
= v;a = va. 

g 



· · : ='- : 

{b) If 11 = tri, for a given i {l :::; i :::; n), then vOp•a = lif'p•a = (since a is a unifier of P') 

= r; a = (since a is a unifier of P') = v;a = va. 

{c) If v f- l';, v f- t1i, for all i = 1. ... , n , then vbp•a = va. 

D 

We prove now the soundness of the algorithm. If P' is solved then by lemma 4.4 , Op• is an 

idempotent mgrt of P' . Therefore, it is sufficient to show that if P ~· P' then P and P' are 
equivalent {i .e., they have the same unifiers). First observe that the equivalence is stepwise 

preserved by the relation ::;., In fact, steps (1)-(4) (6) and (7) clearly do not affect the set of 
unifiers. Then assume 

P = { < f1, U1 >, ... , < tn, ltn >} ::::? P' = { < t'1, lt~ >, ... , < t~, u~ >} 

via step ('J) . Let < t;, u; > be the selected pair in P. Then , t ; = x E Vi1r and tj = 

t1 {x /u;}, uj = ltj{x /u;} for j = I, ... , i - l, i + 1, ... , n. Ifi? is a unifier of P, then xO = uiiJ 

and ;v - r'J = u;v. Therefore {x/u}rJ = i?. Thus we have tjrJ = (tj{x/ u;})O = lj({x/ u,}r'J) = 

fji? = (s ince i? is a unifier of P) = up'.I = (u1{x/u;})i9 = Uj({:r. / u;}i?) = lLji9, i.e., iJ is a 
solution of P'. Analogously, ifi? is a solution of P', then r'J is a solution of P . 

4. (completeness) In order to prove the completeness of the algorithm we need the following 
lemma ta. 

Lemma 4.5 Let Af be a set of sets of terms. If {) is an idempotent most general unifier of 

Af, then i? is relevant (see (Apt87j). Namely, iJ involves only the variables occurring in j\,f , 

and their annotated versions, i.e., 

'D( tJ) U 'D( i?) ~ V( l\f) U V{ J,J) - . 

Proof By proposition 4.:3(1), (2) and (.'J), if 1\f is unifiable, then there exists a set of pairs 

P such that: 

• symm.{1\! pairJ) =:- • P 

• P is in solved form 

• bp E m gu(J\.l). 

By definition, it follows immediately that lip is relevant. Since i? is a most general unifier of 

M, there existsµ such that rJµ = bp. Then, we have: iJop = 1'JiJ1t = (since rJ is idempotent) 
= 0µ = bp. It is easy to see that 

'D(iJ) \ C( lip) ~ 'D(rJlip) = D(t5p) 

and 

C( O)\'D(6p) ~ C(vlip) = C(op) 

hold. Moreover, since lip is relevant, we have 

and 

C(Eip) ~ V(M) u V(M) - . 

Therefore 
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'D(O)) ~ V(M) U V(Af) -

and 

C(il) ~ V(M) U V(Af) - , 

i.e., iJ is relevant. D 

Lemma 4.6 If iJ - ii' (i.e. ii :S ii' and iJ' :S 0), then there exists a renaming p such that 
ii' = {)p and iJ = il'p- 1

• 

Proof It is an immediate extension of a lemma stated by Huet in ([Hu]). See also [Ede85] 
for an easy proof. 0 

Lemma 4.7 If{) E mgu(M), then 

mg tt(M) = {iJ' I ii' is idempotent and 3p renaming : ii' = {)p} 

Proof If{), {)1 E mgu(M), then {) :S iJ' and iJ' :S: ii, i.e., iJ - {)'. By lemma 4.6, we have 
ii' = -{) p for an appropriate renaming p. On the other side, if ii' = {)p, and {) E m gu( M), 
then ii' is a unifier of AI. Moreover, for any other a that unifies Af, since {) :S: a, we have 
3r : iJr = a. Thus 

i.e., iJ' :S: a. 0 

We prove now the completeness of the algorithm. By lemma 4.7, if{), 01 E mgu(M), then 
ii' = ilp for an appropriate p. By lemma 4.5, p does not introduce new variables. Then, we 
can decompose {),ii' into two parts: 

such that: 

and 

Now observe that Afpair• is symmetric, i.e., < t, u >E 111lpair• iff < u, t >E Al pair,. Moreover 
it is easy to see that if symm(Afpair•) ::::} • P and < t1 , tt1 >, ... , < tn, Un >E P, then 
symm(Alpair•) :::;. • P' = P U { < u l>t1 > , ... , < Un. ,tn. > }.Now let 

P1 = { < t, u >I t/ u E iJi} = { < t' 11 U11 >, ... ' < v,., w,. > }, 

P2 = { < t, u >I t / u E 1?~}, 
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P{ = { < i, U >I t / u E lJ~} = { < U'1 1 111 >, ... 1 < Wn 1 Vn >}, 

P~ = { < t, u >I t / u E lJ~}, 

and assume 

Then 

and since{ < V1,U'1 >, ... ,< Vn,Wn > }{w1/ P1, . .. 1 wn / t•n} = { < V1,v 1 >, ... , < Vn 1 1' 11 > }, 
which is eliminated by step (3), we have 

symm(i'\Ipair.) =· { < W1,V1 >, ... , < w,,,vn > } U P~{ w1 /r 1 1 ••• , w11 /11
11 } 

{ < W1 1 V [ >, ... 1 < w,,. t'n > } U P~. 

5. (soundness and completeness of failure) We want to show that the algorithm fails iff 
the initial set P is not unifiable. 

if part By part (1) and (.2) of this proposition, either P :::::- • P', where P' is in solved form, 
or P =:- •Ja il. By part (S}, the first case implies that P is unifiable, therefore P :::::· Jail. 

only-if part Assume P ::::. • Jail. Let P' be the set of pairs such that P =:.* P' and P' :::::- fail. 
Then, one of steps (:2) , ( /i) (first case), or (7) (first case) applies to P', i.e., 

• < /(t1, ... , ln) 1 g(n1, ... ,Un) > , where J f. g. or 

• < x, t >, where x E \t'ar, x f. t, x - f. t and (;c E V (t) or x - E V(t)), or 

• < x - , t >, where .r - E Var - , x - f; t and x - E V(t ). 

In all the cases, P' is clearly not unifiable. Since = preserves the equivalence (see the proof 
of the part (:J) of this proposition), P' is equivalent to P. Therefore, P is also not unifiable. 

0 

4.2 Parallel composition on substitutions. 

In this section we introduce the notion of parallel composition on substitutions and on sets of 
substitutions, both denoted by o. Intuitively, the parallel composition is meant to be the formal
ization of one of the basic operations performed by the parallel execution model of logic programs. 
When two atoms .41 and A2 (in the same goal) are run in parallel, the associated computed an
swer substitutions 1/1 and i'.1 2 have to be combined afterwards in order to get the final result. This 
operation can be performed in the following way: consider the set of all the pairs corresponding to 
the bindings of both lJ1 and I/~ . Then compute the most general unifier of such a set. Note that 
the consistency check corresponds to a verification that such a set is unifiable. 

Definition 4.8 In the following, S(iJ ) is the set of sets {{x,t} I x/t E tJ}. 0 1 ,02 are sets of 
substitutions. 
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We will denote the sets {tJ} o 0 and 0 o { tJ} by ii o 0 and 0 o {), respectively. 0 

Example 4.9 

1. Consider the program {p(f(a)) +-- !., q(f(a)) +-- !.}, with declaration-mode {p(?), q(")}, and 
consider the goal+-- p(x),q(x). We annotate the variable ;z:, in p(x), in order to express the 
input-mode constraint. We have 
mgtt(p( x - ), p(f(a))) = {111} 1 where 1?1 = {x - / J(a)}, and 
mgu(q(x), q{f(a))) = {iJ2}, where iJ2 = {x/ J(a)}. 
Now observe that since 01 E mgu(S(i?i)), v2 E mgu(S(02)) and i91 :S 02 we have t9::i E 01 oi9::i. 

2. Consider now the same program and goal as before, but let the declaration mode be {p(?), q(?)}. 
We have mgu(p(x - ),p(f(a))) = mgit(q(x - ),q(f(a))) = {iii}, and i91 E tJ1 o i91, whilst 
il2~t91 o v1. 

In 1. the goal can be refuted by a suitable ordering on the execution of the atoms (q(.r) before 
p( x )). This corresponds to getting a substitution t'.l::i, that does not bind any annotated (i.e., input
constrained) variable. This is not the case in 2., and indeed no refutations are possible. 0 

4.3 Sequences of substitutions. 

As shown in (FLPM88b] and [FLPM88a], the computed bindings in HCL can be declaratively 
modeled by using a not ground Her brand Base, or equivalently, a set of pairs consisting of an atom 
and a substitution. However, when the input-constraints are present, it is not sufficient to consider 
only a substitution. In fact , as shown in [LP85] and [LP87), a fiat representation of the computed 
bindings is not powerful enough to model compositionally the results of the possible interleavings 
in the executions of the atoms in a goal. We have to register the whole history of the execution 
of the atom, and therefore we have to deal with sequences of substitutions. Since we model only 
the success set, we need to consider only finite sequences. However, the set Subst+ used for the 
operational semantics is still a too weak structure. To represent the critical sections given by the 
input-unification and the guard evaluation, we need to separate a subsequence from the rest. 

Definition 4.10 The finite sequences of substitutions, with typical element s, are defined by the 
following (abstract) syntax 

s {) I (s] v I s1.s2 

0 

The role of the square brackets is to delimitate the critical sections. V represents a set of variables, 
whose annotation has to be removed when computing the result of a sequence of substitutions. 
Their meaning will be clarified by the definition of the interleai•ing operator and result operator. 

We introduce the following notations. If S and S' are sets of sequences, then S.S' d2 {s.s' I s E 

S, s' E S'} and [S) ir d.2 {[s ] v Is ES}. Ifs = v'.s', then v o s d2 (v o {)') .s' and {) o ([s) v.s") d2 
(( {) o O') .s' ] v.s". For 0 a set of substitution we have 0 o s d2 U,,E0 ii o s. 
The length #(s) of sis defined as follows: 

• #( {)) = l 
• #((s]) = #(s) 
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If all the elements of Shave the same length, i.e. 3k: Vs E S: #(s) = k, then we define #(S) = I..·. 

Definition 4.11 (Interleaving operator). 

1. s1 II s2 (s1 ll sJ U (s2 ll sd 

(v.si) ll s2 lJ.(s1 II s2) 

([ s]v.si) ll s2 [s] v.(s1 II s2) 

2. S1 II S2 = u Si II S2. 

•1 ES1,•2 ES2 

0 

Since the interleaving operator is associative we can omit parentheses. 

The following definition introduces the notion of result n of a sequence s (or a set of sequences S) 
of substitutions. Roughly, such a result is obtained by performing the parallel composition of each 
element of the sequence with the next one, and by checking, each time, that the partial result does 
not violate input-mode constraints. 

Definition 4.12 

1. 'R(tJ) = { ~tJ} if V[ Var - = f 
otherwise 

2. 'R( (s] v) = disann v(R(s)) where disann v(s) removes all the annotations of the variables of 
V which occur in s 

3. R.(s 1 .s2) = 'R(R(si) o s2) 

4. Fors a set of sequences we define R(S) = u. ES R.(s). 

0 

Thus, rule 2. specifies that, after a critical section, the input-constraints are released. Rule 1 checks 
that tJ (to be intended as the partial result) does not map annotated variables. Rule 3 specifies 
the order of evaluation of a sequence: from left to right. Indeed, we have R ( i9 1. 02 ..... Vn) = 
R.( ... R.(R.(vi) o i'.1 2 ) .•• o i ln)· 

4.4 Least fixpoint semantics. 

In this section we introduce the notion of interpretation, and we define a continuous mapping 
(associated to the program) on interpretations. The least fixpoint of this mapping will be used 
to define the fixpoint semantics. Such a mapping is the extension of the immediate consequence 
operator for HCL ((vEK76], (Apt87]). 

The Herbrand base with variables associated to the program W, denoted by E, the set of all the 
possible atoms that can be obtained by applying the predicates of ~V to the elements of Te r m. 
An interpretation I of W is a set of pairs of the form < A, s > , where A is an atom in E and s 
is a sequence of substitutions on Var and Term. < A, s >E I can be read declaratively as A is 
true in I under the sequence s. We remark the similarity with temporal logic, although we do not 
investigate this relation here. I will denote the set of all the interpretations of nr. 
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I is a complete lattice with respect to the set-inclusion, where the empty set 0 is the minimum 
element, and the set tin-ion U and the se t intersection n are the sup and in/ operations, respectively. 

The following definition, that will be used in the least fixpoint construction, is mainly introduced 
for technical reasons. 

Definition 4.13 Let s 1 , ..• , Sh be sequences of substitutions, and let A 1 , ... , Ak (h :S k) be atoms. 
s 1, ... ,sh are locally independent on A1, ... ,Ak iff 

Vs,, ViJ ins;: ('D(O) u C(O)) n V(A 1 , ••• , Ak) ~ V(A;). 

0 

In the following, we use the notation s to denote a sequence of sequences of substitutions s 1 , ... , Sn. 

If moreover .4 = .41, . .. , An, then < A, s > stands for < .41 1 s1 >, ... , < An, Sn > ,and II (s) stands 
for s1 II .. · II Sn. 

Definition 4.14 The mapping T: I ~ I , associated to W, is defined as follows: 

T(I) = { < A, s >I 3H -- GIB E Wv (..t )• 

3.s', s" locally independent on G, fJ, A, 

< G, s' >, < fJ , s" ~ E I: 

s E [mg tt , (A. - , .H).(11 ( s') )]ir .mguo(A, H).( 11 ( s"))} 
0 

In this definition V stands for V(A - , H, s'). A possible sequence for A results from the critical 
section containing the mgui with the head of a clause, and a sequence resulting from the guard. The 
input variables in .4 are annotated . The whole is followed by the mgu0 and a sequence resulting 
from the body. 

The following proposition is an immediate extension of the corresponding classical result. 

Proposition 4.15 T is continuous. Thus its least fixpoint lfp(T) exists, and lfp(T) = Un >o T" (0) 
holds. - D 

We define the least fixpoint semantics associated to W as the set .F( W) = lfp(T). 

4.5 Equivalence results. 

In this subsection we prove the equivalence between the declarative semantics and the operational 
semantics of Parlog. The equivalence is restricted to the success case, namely, to the substitutions 
computed by a refutation. We will show that 

V1(-- A) = 
{ tl I 3Siocally independent on A : < A, s > E :F( W) and {) E 'R (II ( s))IV(;l) } 

The following proposition can easily be proved for the unification algorithm given in definition 4.2. 

Proposition 4.16 Let M1 1 .~12 1 Af3 be sets of terms. Let 1.11 E mgu(Ali) and vz E mgu(M2). Then 
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Lemma 4.17 Let .4, H be atoms. Let µ be an idempotent positive substitution with no variables 
in common with H . Then 

µ mgu;((Aµ) - , H) = µ o mg1t;(A - , H). 

Proof It is a particular case of proposition 4.16( z). 0 

Lemma 4.18 Let µ be a positive substitution. Let 0 11 .•• , On be idempotent substitutions. We 
have 

if (D(µ) n (D( t?;) U C( iJi)) = 0, i = 1, ... , n 

then 

Proof Immediate. 0 

Lemma 4.19 Let W be a Parlog program. Let A be a sequence of goals, and let p be a positive 
renaming such that .4p is a variant of A. Then 

3.S locally independent on .4 :< A, s >E T~, (0) 

.;:::. 

3.s' locally independent on Ap :< Ap, s' > E Tl'v(0) 

and 

R(p.Int(s)) IV(.A)u 'l>(p) = p"R(fnt(s'))1v(.4")uD(p) 

and 

#(lnt(s)) = #( Int(s')). 

Proof Let A = .4 1, ... ,An, and s = s 1 , ••• ,sn. For each i = 1, ... ,n, lets;= t?i.si' and let 
Hi be the head of the clause used to obtain < Ai, s; > E Tfv(©). Then, defines: = vi.s;", where 
t.li E mgui(Aip-, H;), and s:" is the renamed version of si' (in order to fulfil the requirement oflocal 
independence). Then we have < Aip,s1

1 >, ... , < Anp,s~ > E TJt, (0). Moreover by lernmata4.17 
and 4.18 we have, for each s E (s1 II ··· II sn), 

"R(p.s)1v (.4")u'D(p) = (p"R(s'))IV(A)u'D(p) (1) 

for an appropriate s' E ( s~ II · · · II s~ ). Analogously, for each s' E ( s~ 11 · · · II s~), there exists an 
appropriates E (s1 II ··· II sn) such that equality (1) holds. D 
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Lemma 4.20 Let lV be a Parlog program. Let A be a sequence of atoms, and let µ be a positive 
substitution. Then 

:3.S loca.lly independe nt on A: < A, s > E T1t ·(0 ) 

- - - k 
:3.S' locally independent on Aµ: < A.µ , s' > E Tw(©) 

and 

R.(µ.Int(s)l 1v ( . .f )U'D(µ) = µR(Jnt(s')) 1v(A)UD(µ) 

and 

# (Int(s) ) = # (Jnt(s')). 

Proof 

(=? ) Letµ be a positive substitution, and let p be a renaming on D (µ ) such that 

(A)pµp - 1 = A. 

Define s' = s~, ... , s~ as in lemma 4.19, apart from the first element of each s: that is chosen 
in mgui( A;µ - , H;). Then we have 

1. s' is locally independent on Aµ 

2. < AJ.t, s' > E T~(0) 

3. (µR.(Int(s')ll 1v(.4)uD(µJ = 
(by lemmata. 4.17 and 4.18) 

(R.(Int(J.is1 )))1v (A)uD(µ ) = 
(s ince only the 11: 's E m gu;(A.iµ -, H;)have va1·iables in common 1.L'ith µ) 

(R.(· · - II (µ mgu;(A;µ - , H;)) II mguo(A.;µ-, H;) II ··· II Int(s"')))1v(A)uD(µ) = 
(R.(· · - II ((pp- 1 µ) o mg u;(A;p- , H,)) II mguo(A.jp - , H;)- ·· II Int(s111 )))1vcA )uD(µ) = 

(sin ce the s:" / s h1we no i·ariables in common u:ith p) 

(R. (· · - II ((pp - 1 µ) o mg u;(A;p- , H;)) II mguo(A.ip- , H;} II ··· II Int(ps"1 )))1v (A)u·D(µ) = 
(by lemmata 4_17 and 4.18) 

(p(R(· ·· II ((p - 1µ) o mgu;(A.ip- , H;) ) II mgito(A.ip-, H;) II··· II Jnt(s"'))))1v(.4)u1'(µ) = 
(by lemma 4 .19) 

(R.(· ·· II (p.(p- 1µ).mg u;(A;p- , H;)) II mguo(A.,p-, H;) II ··· II Jnt(s"))))1v (A)u·D(µ) = 
(s ince p_ 1µ = P- 1 o µ) 

(R.(· ·· II (p.p - 1 .µ .mg1t;( AiP- , H;)) II mguo(AiP- , H;) II ··· II Int(s"))))1v(A)u1'(µ) = 
(R.(· ·· II (µ.mgit;(A ;p- , H;}) II mguo(A;p-, H;) II ··· II Int(s"))))1v<A )u1'(1>) = 
(R. (µ.( Int( s'))) )1v<A )u'D(1>l. 

( ·~ ) Analogously. 
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We now prove the equivalence of the fixpoint semantics we have defined and the operational 
semantics of Parlog. We introduce the following notation. 

Definition 4.21 (Transition relation, k steps) 

1. If 

then 

2. If 
then 

3. If 
then 
and 

4. If 
and 
then 

3H +--GIB E Wv( .-l.)1 3 mgui(Ail , H) 
[<>---- G, mgudAiJ, H) > -.k < o, i)' >, and il' linvar(Ad) = €], 
<+- _..1, v > - k_.. 1<- 01itnn if(AO, HO'), i:J, tltl' > 

3 mgu,, (AO, HO'), 
< +---- oul unif(Ail, HO'), fJ, O' > -+ 1 <- B, i)'mgu

0
(A.r9, Hil') > . 

« ---- A:, tJ >- k < +-- A', O' > I < o , i)' > 
<- .4, f3, iJ >-.k <- A', fJ, ii' > I < - f3 , 1Y > 
< B- :i _,, ·- k / B- A-' -'" > I < B- -"' ..... t-- ......... , v / __....,. ......... ..,.._ ' , u - , fJ / 

< ,_ .4, o >- k• <+-- A', 01 > 
< +-- .4' , iJ' > -+k, < +-- _411' iJ" > 
< +- .4, iJ >- k, +k, <- A", rJ" > 

The relation -+k represents 1..~ applications of the resolution step. It is easy to see that 

< ,_ A, o > - + < ,_ A', rJ' > 

if and only if 

where -+ + is the transitive closure of the relation -+ introduced earlier. 

0 

Theorem 4.22 (Soundness) Let W be a Parlog program, and let A be a sequence of atoms. 
Then 

' '--

{rJ I 3Slocally independent Oil A: < A, s > E F(W) and i) E n {ll {s))1v(A:)} 

Proof By induction on the number of steps k. 

( 1..~ = 1) Assume < +-- A,€ > -+ 1 < 0 , r9 > . Then .4 is composed by only one atom, say A, In this case 
there exists in Wv(A) a clause of the form H +---- I· such that {} E mgui(A, H) and t? JV(A) = f . 

Then < A.,a > E Ti~(©) holds, for each a E mgui(A- ,H). Since t91v(A) = f, there exists 
a E mgu,(A. - , H) such that a does not map variables in A., i.e., a is positive. Therefore 

'R{a)Jv( .. 4 ) = {f}. 
(k > 1) Assume < +---- .4,f >-+k' < A',aµ >-.k' < D ,aµi)' > and{} = (t7µ!9')

1
v (.4: ) · Let A.; be the 

atom in .4 selected for the first derivation step. Then, there exists a clause H +-- GliJ in 

Wv( . .\ ) such that: 
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• <7 E mgui(A;, H) 

• <- G,<7 >1------+k' < D,<7µ > 
• k = k1 + k2 + 1 (and therefore k1 1 k2 < k) 

•A' = A1, . . . ,A.i - 11B,.4.i+l1···1An. 

By the induction hypothesis, there exists s' such that 

< G<7, s' > E lfp(Tw), and 

µ E ('R(Int(s')))1v(a,, 1 = ('R(Int(s1 )))1v(Gul" 

Then, by lemma 4.20 (2), we have that there exists s~ such that 

< G, s~ > E lfp(Tw ), and 

(<7µ) 1D(u) E ('R(u.(Int(s'i))))1D(<T)-

Moreover, by the induction hypothesis, there exists s" such that 

< .4.1<7µ, s" > E lfp(Tw ), and 

v' E ('R(Int(s11 )))1v(.4' uµ) = ('R(Int(s11
)))1v(.A•uµ)· 

By lemma 4.20 (2), there exists s~ such that 

< A'uµ, s~ >E lfp(Tw ), and 

('R ( ( <7 µ) .(Int ( s':))) )1 ·P( uµ) = ( <7 ft'R.( I nt ( s") ))11'( <Tµ)-

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

Note that < .4', s~ > E lfp(Tw) implies the existence of a sequence of sequences of substitu· 
tions s'" such that < B, s"' > E lfp( Tw ). By definition of Tw, for each Si such that 

si E [<7.lnt(s~)].Int(s"'), (5) 

we have 

< .4.j,Si > E lfp(Tw). 

For the other atoms Aj (j f:. i), by equation ( 4), we have that there exists s i such that 
< Aj,Sj > E lfp(Tw). Let r = s1, ... ,Si-i1Si+i1···1Sn. \<Ve have 

Int(s~) = Int(s"', r). 

Therefore 

t1 = (aµtJ')1v(A:) 

( <7µ'R (Int( s")) )1v(.4) 

('R( (<7µ).( lnt( sn)) )IV(A) 

E (by ( 3)) 

= (by (4)) 

c (by (2) 

(R.( ('R(<7.lnt( s'i)) ).(Jnt( s~)) )) IV(.4) = 
('R([<7.Int(s~)] .(Int(s~)))) 1 v(.Al = (by (5) and (6)) 

('R.(Int(s1, ... , Si, ... , s,,.)))IV(.4)-
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The following theorem states the completeness of the operational semantics with respect to the 

fixpoint semantics. 

Theorem 4.23 (Completeness) Let W be a Parlog program and let .4 be a sequence of atoms. 

Then 

{tJ I 3slocally independent on A: < .4, s > E F(W) and iJ E R( ll (s)) 1v(.1\)} 

c 

Proof Let s = s1, ... , Sn. We prove the theorem by induction on the lenght #(s) of s (where 

#(s) = #(si) + · · · + #(sn) ). 

(#(s) = l) In this case, A contains only one atom, say A., and s contains only one substitution, 

say 0, and f) = (t'(O')l w(.4) = o ;V(.4)" Then, there exists a clause of the form H +- I E Wv(A ) 

and 1J' E mgu;(A-, H) holds. Then, since £(1'.1') :/:- 0, we have r?fv( .4) = f. Therefore 

< -A,f > --+ 1< D,J' ? . 

{ #(s) > 1) Lets E Int(s) such that tJ E (R(s))
1
v( • .f)· We have two cases, depending on the first 

element of s being a critical section or not. 

1. Consider the case that there exist a, s' such that s = a.s' or s = [a] .s'. Assume that 

a is associate to s;, i.e. , s; = a.s:. Then, there exists a clause with empty guard, 

H +- IB E Wv (A i) • such that a E mgu;(Ai. H). Moreover, since R(s) :/:- 0, we have 

a 1v (A,) = f. Therefore 

- 1 ( -<.- A,£ > _. <+- A1, ... ,A.; - 11 B,A;+1•·· · •An),a > 

and 

3r :< B, r > E lfp(Tw ). 

By lemma 4.20 (1 }, there exist s', s" , s" such that. 

• < A 1a,s~ >, ... , < .4;_ 1cr,s: _ 1 > , < .4;+1a,s:+i > , ... , < A11 a,s~ > , < Ba,s" > E 

lfp(Tw ), 

• s" E In t ( s~, ... , s: _ 1, s: +I, ... , s~, s"), 

• (R(a.s')l1vc..r iu ·v(.,.) = (aR(s")l1v(..f)uI>("l" 

(Note that s' E Int(s1, ... ,s; - 1,si+l i ···1sn,i').) 

2. Consider now t.l1e case that there exist s', s" such that s = [ s'] .s". Assume that s' is 

associate to s;, i.e. s; = [s'J.s:. Then there exists a clause H +- GIB E Wv(Ai) such that 

• a E mgu;(A;, H) 

• 3r :< G, r > E lfp(Tw) 

• s' E a.Int(r). 

From lemma 4.20 (1) it follows that there exists r1 such that 

• < Ga, r' >E lfp(Tw ), and 

• (aR(Int(r')))1v(a) = (R(a.Jnt(r))) 1·v(a)· 
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By the induction hypothesis we have for each r' E Int(r') 

<+- G,a >->k < D,ar > 

(for an appropriate k) where rlV(Gu) E (R.(r'))IV(Gu)· Moreover, since 

(R.(s')) IV( Gu) ~ (R.([a.Jnt(r)])) IV(Gu) = (a.R.(Int(r1 )))1D(u)> 

and R(s') !V(Gu) # 0, we have that a and r do not instantiate variables of Ai. Therefore 

The rest follows as in case ( 1). 

0 

Example 4.24 

1. Consider the program {p(y) +-- q(y) I., q(a) +-I.}, with declaration-mode {p(?),q(')}, and 
consider the goal +-- p( x ). The possible s 's such that 
< p(x), s > E lfp(T), are those of the forms = [{y/x - }.{y/a}]{:.-}- We have: 
R(s) = disann{x-}(£({y/x - }o{y/a})) = disann{x - }(£({{x - / a, y/a}})) = 0, and indeed no 
refutations are possible. 

2. Consider now the program {p(y) +- lq(y)., q(a) +-- I.}, with the same declaration mode. The 
possible s's are of the forms = [{y/:r- }]{.i:-}·{y/ a}. We have: 

'R(s) = R.(disann{x- }(£({y/x- })) o {y/a}) = R.({y/x } o {y/ a}) = {{x / a,y/ a}}, and we 
notice that indeed there exists a refutation for +- p(x) giving the answer {x / a}. 0 

Now we consider again the example showed in the introduction (deadlock situation), which illus
trates the necessity to use streams-like structures. 

Example 4.25 

1. Consider the program {p(a, b) +- I., q(a, b) +- I.}, with declaration-mode {p(?, · ), q(', ?)}, 
and consider the goal +- p(x, y), q(x, y). We have 
< p(x, y), s1 > , < q(x, y), s2 > E lfp(T), for s1 = [{x - /a}]{x-}-{y/b} and 
s2 = [{y- / b}]{y- }·{:r / a}. For all the possible interleavings s E s1 11 s2, we get R.(s) = 0. 
Indeed, no refutations are possible (deadlock). 

2. Consider now the program {p(z, b) +-- lr(z)., r(a) +-- I., q(a, b) +-- I.}, with the same 
declaration-mode for p and q, and with r(?). We have 
< p(x. y), s1 > , < q(x, y), s2 > E lfp(T), for s1 = [{z/x-}]{x-}.{y/b}.({z-/a}]{;-} and 
s2 = [{y- / b}]{y - }-{:r / a}. We have 

s = [{z/ x - }]{x - }-{y/ b}.[{y- / b}]{y - }-{x/a}.[{z- /a}]{z-} E s1 II s2 and {:r/a, y/ b, z/a} E 
'R(s). Indeed, there exists a refutation of the goal +- p(x, y), q(x, y) giving the answer 
{x / a,y/ b}. D 

5 Denotational semantics 

The semantic universe iU2 of the operational semantics offers too little structure to define a compo
sitional semantics. One of the reasons is that it is too coarse to distinguish between different kinds 
of deadlock. A standard solution stemming from the semantic studies of imperative languages is 
to use tree-like structures. Following (BZ82], we introduce a so-called reflexive domain, which is a 
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complete metric space obtained as the (unique) solution of a reflexive domain equation. (We omit 

the proof of its existence; in [BZ82] and [AR89], it is described how to solve in general domain 

equations in a metric setting.) 

Definition 5.1 The set (p, q E) P is given as the unique complete metric space satisfying 

where =: means "is isometric to" and 'Pc(r x P) denotes the set of all closed subsets of r x P . 

Further r is given by 

(a E)f = V u v f l 

with 

(f E) V = Subst -+ Subst6, v l l = {[/]: f E V} . 

Here Subst6 = Subst U {b} and S is a special element denoting deadlock. 0 

Elements of Pare called pl'ocesses. A process p can either be p0 , which stands for termination, or a 

closed set { < O'.i , Pi >: i E I}, for some index set I. In that case, p has the choice among the steps 

< a ;, Pi >. Each step consists of some action a,, which is a state transformation, and a resumption 

Pi of this action, that is, the remaining actions to be taken after this action. 

The main difference between P and Afz, as was already observed above, is the fact that P contains 

tree-like structures whereas M 2 is a set of (subsets of) streams. In addition, there are two other 

important differences. First, we use state transforming functions rather that states (substitutions). 

This functionality is mandatory if we want to define a compositional semantics. Secondly, in ternal 

steps are visible in P, which is not the case in the operational semantics. For this purpose we 

distinguish between two kinds of actions: an element J E V represents an internal computation 

step, which in the semantics of Parlog corresponds to a step in the evaluation of a guard. An action 

[!] E F f l indicates an external step or to be more precise, the end of an internal computation. 

(This implies that external steps are modelled as internal computations of lenght 1.) A typical 

example of a process is 

P = { < /1, { < [/2 ], { < [h], Po >} >, 
< /4 , { < [/sJ, Po. < [!6], Po >} > } >}. 

We shall use the following semantic operators. 

Definition 5.2 We define ; , II : P x P -+ P and int : P -+ P: 

1. Po; q = q, Pi q = { < a, p'; q > I < a, p' > E P}. ; q = { < a, p'; q > I < a. p' > E P}. 

2. Po II q = q II Po = q, 
P II q = P Ii q u q lLP· 
p [L q = {< a,p' >[L ql < a,p' >Ep}, 

< f,p' >[L q =< f,p' llq >, < [f],p' > llq =< [f],p' II q >. 

3. int(po) 
int(p) 

u 

Po 
{ < f, int(p') > I (< f,p' >E pV < [f],p' >E p) /\p' -f. Po} 

{< [!],po > I < f,po >E pV < [!],po >E p}. 
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These definitions are recursive and can be given in a formally correct way by defining every operator 
as the unique fixed point of a suitably defined contraction. 

The definition of; is straightforward. The parallel merge operator 11 models the parallel execution of 
two processes by the interleaving of their respective steps. In determining all possible interleavings, 
the notions of internal and external steps are crucial; inside an internal computation, no interleaving 
with other processes is allowed. Only after the last internal step, indicated by the brackets [ ], we 
have an interleaving point. This explains the definition of the (auxiliary) operator for the left merge, 
which is like the ordinary merge but which always starts with a step from the left process. If this 
step is internal (but not the last step of the internal computation) then we have to continue with 
a next step of this left process: < f, p' > ll q =< f, p' 11 q >. If, on the other hand, an interleaving 

point is reached then we switch back to the ordinary merge again: < [!], p' >ll q =< [!], p' II q >. 

The operator int makes a computation internal by removing all internal interleaving points. This 
implies that in the parallel composition int(p) II q (for two arbitrary processes p and q) none of 
the paths in p will be interleaved with any step of q. 

Now we are ready for the definition of a denotational semantics for Parlog. Let W be a fixed 
program. 

Definition 5.3 We define 'D : P( Var) --+ Goal --+ P as follows: 

l. 'D [X D[o ] = Po 

2. D[X D[..- .4D = 

with 

LJ{int({ < f;(.4,H,X),D [X U imar( .4)D[..-GD >}); 
('D [X D[oittunif(A, H), ED): H ~GIB E W} 

f i( A, H, X) = ,\t'J. { ~mgui( .4rJ, H) if mgui(AiJ, H) 1 and mgudAiJ, H) lxiWi nvar(M ) = f 
t• otherwise 

(Here XiJ = LJ{var(iJ(;r)): ;r E X}.) 

3. 'D[X D[..- outunif(A., H)D = { < fo(A, H, X), Po > } 
with 

f o(A, H, X) = ,\t9. { ~mguo(AtJ, H) if mgu0 (AiJ, H) 1 
u otherwise 

4. v [..- A, .8] = v[..- .4D II D[..- .Bl 

0 

(Note that the definition of 'D is recursive; like the semantic operators, it can be given as the 
fixed point of a contraction.) The first argument X of 'D indicates the set of variables that are 
not to be bound during the computation of the goal at hand (i.e., the second argument of 'D). It 
is used in the definitions of f; and f 0 • In clause 2, X is changed into X U invar(A), because a 
new guard computation is entered there: The set of variables X that are not allowed to be bound 
(stemming from the computation sofar) is extended with the set invar(A) of the input variables 
occurring in A, because in the computation of the guard G these should not get bound. After the 
computation of G, the variables that are not to be bound is put to X again, thus indicating that 
the input variables of A may be bound again. In clause 2 we further have that the computation of 
the unification and the guard is made internal by an application of the function int, since it should 
not be interleaved with other (guard) computations that may run in parallel. 
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6 Correctness of 1J with respect to 0 2 

We shall relate 0 2 and 1) via a function yield : P - Subst --+ Ah. For technical convenience 

we shall slightly adapt the definition of 02 by allowing the computation of a goal to start with 

an arbitrary substitution, not necessarily the empty one. Moreover we shall define this adapted 

version of 02 as the fixed point of a contraction <f>, which will allow for an easy equivalence proof. 

First we turn Mz into a complete metric space. 

Definition 6.1 We define M2 = Pc(Substf'), where Pc denotes the set of all closed subsets. The 

set M2 is a complete metric space if we supply it with the Hausdorff metric induced by the usual 

metric on Subst ";° . D 

Now we can define a contraction 

<f>: (Goal --+ Subst --. A/2 ) --+ (Goal--+ Subst --+ M2 ) 

by 

<I>(F) [-- A](t?) = LJ{o' · F [,_ A'Ht>'): « -A,{) >- <- .4', t'J' > } 

if this set is non-empty, and by 

<I>( F)[ ,___ A]( il) = {<'i} 

otherwise. Note that the complete metric on l\{2 induces a complete metric on Goal ---> Sttbst __, AI2 

in the usual way. Next we use Banach's Theorem, which says that a contraction on a complete 

metric space has a unique fixed point. So we put 

02 = fixed point( <f>) 

The function yield is defined as follows. 

Definition 6.2 Let the function yield : P --+ Subst ---> M2 be given by 

yield(po)( 0) 

yield(p )( 0) 

{e} (the empty sequence) 

LJ{O' · yield(pn)(v'): < /1,P1 > E p i\· ··/\ < f n- liPn - 1 > E Pn -2 /\ 
6 

< [Jn ], Pn >E Pn - 1 /\ Un O • • • 0 /i){i?) = i9'} 

0 

(The attentive reader might observe that the function yield is not well defined, because in general 

yield(p)( 19) is not closed. He is right. Happily, however, we are saved by the observation that the 

restriction of yield to the set {p: 3.4, X(p = 'D[X][+- .4])} always delivers closed sets. This turns 

out to be everything we need. We leave the details to the above-mentioned reader.) 

In the above definition the operation U 6 is used. It is defined by 

U6 X = UX\{<'i} ifUX\{<'i};i:0 
= {<'i} otherwise. 
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The function yield performs four abstractions at the same time. First, it turns a process (a tree-like 
structure) into a set of streams. Second, it computes for every initial state 0 and state transfor
mation J the next state by applying J to -0. This result is then passed through to the next state 
transformation in the process. Third, yield performs the function composition of all functions 
occurring in a sequence /1, ... , Jn that is induced by a finite path in p like 

Such a sequence represents an internal computation, the end of which is indicated by [!,. ]. Finally, 
the function yield removes all infinite internal computations. 

Now we are ready to prove the equivalence of the denotational semantics 'D and the operational 
semantics Oz. In the theorem below we shall allow ourselves the follwing abuse of language by 
writing yield o 1J for 

VJ. ,\ +- A. yield(V [0][+- .A])(-0) 

Theorem 6.3 0 2 = yield o 1J 

Proof 
'Ne show that for all 1J, O', A, A' 

<+- A, o >--<+- A' , i:J' > 
(1) <=} 

yield(V [0][+- .4])( rJ) 2 {)' · yield(V [0][<- A'] )(i.l') 

From this it follows that 

(2) <P(yield o 1J) [+- .4] (iJ) = yield(V [0][- .A])(iJ) 

smce 

<P(yield o V) [<- A] (tJ) [ definition <P] 

LJ{t9'. yield(V[0][- A'])(t9'): <+- A, u >-- <+- A', v' > } 
6 

c [ by (1) l 
yield('D [0] [ +- .4] )( r>) 

and 

yield(V[0U,_ A])( v) ~ LJ{i9' · yield(V [0][+- .4'])(tJ'): <<- .4, iJ >->«- A', i.l' > } 
6 

The latter inclusion holds by (1) and the fact that 

(3) iJ' · yield(p)(t9') ~ yield(V [0][<- .A])(iJ) :::} 3 ,_ A': p = 7J[0] [- A'] 

which is straightforward from the definitions of 1J and yield. Now the theorem follows from (2) 
since it states that apart from 0 2 also yield o 1) is a fixed point of <P. Both fixed points have to be 
equal by Banach 's Theorem. 

So let us prove (1). We distinguish between four cases. 

Case 1: D , trivial. 
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Case 2: +--A 
By definition of--+ we have < +-- A, 0 >--+ <+--A, 01 if and only if there exist H +-- GIB and J 
such that 

(4) <,_ G,mgu;(A.t?, H) _:, < o , 0 > 

and 

J iin v ar(A) = € A O' = OJI\+- .4 = +-- 01dunif(A , H), B 

We use induction on the depth of proof trees of transitions and observe that every transition in 
the sequence _:, in (4) has a degree that is strictly less than that of < +-- A.,{) > --+ < +-- .4, {)' > . 

It follows from the induction hypothesis applied to every one of these transitions in _:, that there 

exist n 2: 0 and substitutions tJ 1 , ... , On such that 

or , since yield('D [0][D])(rngui(A.t>, H)) = {e}, 

1J1 · • • · · tJn · J E yie /d{'D [0][....- G])(mgu;(AO, H)) 

Now we have 

0 1 • · • • • t>,, · J E yie/d('D[0][+- G] )(mg ui (.40, H)) 

·~· [ definitions yield and int ] 

J E yield(int('D J0][+- G]))(mgu,(A.t'.I, H)) 

.::;. [ using that J iin1•ar ( A. ) = € ] 

J E yield{int('D [imar(A)][+- G]))(mgu;(.4.t.1, H)) 

J E yield(int('D [imar(A)][+- G]))(Omgu;(AO, H)) 

.::;. [ definitions yie ld, J;(A., H, 0); recall that t?' = OJ] 

(5) O' E yield(int({ < fi(A , H, 0), 'D[ini•ar(A )][+- G] > }))(19) 

From the definition of 'D we have 

yie/d(D[0][+- Amo i = yield(int{ { < f;(A, H , 0) , 'D[int1ar(A)][+- G] > }); 
D [0][+- out1mif(A, H), .B]: H ,_GIB E W})(t9) 

= LJ{o' · yield('D[0][+- outunif(A, H), B])(t'.1'): 

O' E yield(int({ < f;(A, H, 0), 'D[int1ar(Am....- G] > }))(t9), 

H ,_GIBE W} 

(For the latter equality we use the fact that 

yield(int(p) ;q)(t?) = LJ{a' · yield(q)(v'): 19' E yield(int(p))(O)} 
6 

for all p, q and a, which is straightforward from the definitions of yield and int.) Using this 
characterization of yield('D[0][+- A] )(tJ) we can conclude that (5) above is equivalent with 

a'· yield('D[0][+- out uni f(A., H), B] )(tJ') ~ yield('D[0][+- A])(O) 
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Summarizing we have 

<+- A, 1J > - < ( <---- outunif(A, H) , B), lJ' > 

·;:? 

{)' · yield('D[©] [ <---- outunif (A, H), fJ] )( iJ') ~ yie ld('D[0][ <---- A])({)) 

which is what we wanted to show. 

Case 3: - outunif(A, H), trivial. 

Case 4: - A, iJ 
We have < <---- .4, B, {) >-+ <<----A", i)' > if and only if 

<<---- A, iJ >-+<<----A', iJ' >, ....._A"=<---- A' , fJ 

or 

< <---- fJ I {) > -+ < <---- B' I 1)' > , <---- .4:" =- A, fJ' 

We consider only the first case, the second being almost identical. By induction, again to the depth 
of the proof tree for this transition, we have 

<<---- A, iJ >-+ <-+ A', iJ' > 

(6) yie ld(D[©] [- .A])(J) ~ yield(D[0][<-A'] )(iJ') 

From the definition of 'D and yield it follows that 

yie/d('D[0][- A, B])(i9) = yield('D[0][+- .4:] II 'D[0] [<- B])(rJ) 

=> yield('D[0][- .4:] il'D[0][<- .B] )( t.l ) 

= LJ{a' · yield('D[0][- .A'] II 'D[0] [<-- fJ])(rJ): 
6 

rJ' · yield(D[0][,_ .4'] )(iJ') ~ yield('D[0][,_ A])(i9)} 

= LJ{v' · yield('D[©][- A', fJ])(iJ): 
6 

iJ' · yield('D[0][,_ A'])( a') ~ yield('D [0][<- A])(i9)} 

(The last but one equality follows from (3) above and the observation that 

yield(p llq)(O) = LJ{rJ' · yield(p' II q)(O'): {)' · yield(p')(O') ~ yield(p)(iJ)} 
6 

for all p, q and 0.) Thus we see that (6) above is equivalent with 

v' · yield('D[0][ .__ A', fJ] )( 11') ~ yield('D[©][ ,___ A, fJ])( tJ) 

This concludes the proof of case 4. 

7 Conclusions and future work. 

0 

We have defined a declarative semantics that fully models (i.e., it is equivalent to) the Success Set of 
PARLOG. Then, we have defined a denotational semantics, correct with respect to the operational 
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one, that (compositionally) models also the finite failures and the infinite computations. Similar 
approaches can be taken for GHC (see [BKPR], (P] for the declarative part) and, we believe, for 
Concurrent Prolog. 

If we compare the denotational semantics given here to the ones given in (BK88] and (BKPR88a], 
for Concurrent Prolog and Guarded Horn Clauses, respectively, we observe that it is more abstract, 
that is, makes less distinctions. Moreover, it is in some sense closer to the declarative model (than in 
the case of [BKPR88a]) , because the restrictions imposed on unifications by the mode declaration 
of a program are treated in the same way by both the denotational model and the declarative 
model. 

Still, the denotational model is not fully abstract and the construction of such a model remains 
a topic for further research. Another question still to be investigated is the relation between the 
denotational and the declarative semantics. Here both models are related via their corresponding 
operational semantics, but it would be interesting to formalize their relationship more directly. 
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